
Underline the dependent clause in each sentence.
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Name :

A dependent / subordinate clause is a group of words which includes a subject 

and a verb, but doesn't contain a complete thought. Dependent clauses cannot 

stand alone as sentences.

Example: As far as Sam is concerned, working while studying is a good practice.

1) Whether you agree or not, playing video games regularly causes serious problems.

3) Until Adam turned it o!, the mobile phone was ringing.

2) I should cover ten pages per day, in order that I will have read the book by Monday.

4) The team visited the dam, before they went on a power plant tour.

5) Whenever he received pocket money, James would save it to buy his favorite toy.

6) Mason is fond of skating, while Martin is keen on biking.

7) When the rain started pitter-pattering on the roof, Catelyn was exceptionally excited.

8) Though they allow pets in, the park o"cials restrict where these can go.

10) As soon as she received Samwell's letter, Grandma became overwhelmed with joy.

9) A rainbow appears in the sky, when light enters the water droplets.
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Underline the dependent clause in each sentence.
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Name : Answer key

A dependent / subordinate clause is a group of words which includes a subject 

and a verb, but doesn't contain a complete thought. Dependent clauses cannot 

stand alone as sentences.

Example: As far as Sam is concerned, working while studying is a good practice.

1) Whether you agree or not, playing video games regularly causes serious problems.

3) Until Adam turned it o!, the mobile phone was ringing.

2) I should cover ten pages per day, in order that I will have read the book by Monday.

4) The team visited the dam, before they went on a power plant tour.

5) Whenever he received pocket money, James would save it to buy his favorite toy.

6) Mason is fond of skating, while Martin is keen on biking.

7) When the rain started pitter-pattering on the roof, Catelyn was exceptionally excited.

8) Though they allow pets in, the park o"cials restrict where these can go.

10) As soon as she received Samwell's letter, Grandma became overwhelmed with joy.

9) A rainbow appears in the sky, when light enters the water droplets.
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